Comparison of conduit and autograft efficiency in repairing femoral nerve injury in New Zealand rabbits
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Abstract

**Background:** Peripheral nerve injuries may affect all age groups and exert devastating impacts on the professional and personal life of the patients. The investigation of nerve regeneration and use of biomaterials and synthetic materials have resulted in advancements in the treatment of peripheral nerve injuries and lesions. Nerve conduits can be used to adjoin the digital sensory nerve spaces of less than 3 cm, especially when the direct tension-free repair of peripheral nerve lesions is not possible. The present study was conducted to evaluate the use of nerve conduits by functional and nonfunctional parameters (i.e. histological study).

**Methods:** This experimental study was conducted on 30 male rabbits. After cutting or crushing the right femoral nerve of the rabbits, they were divided into 3 groups: group 1, with right femoral nerve cut; group 2, with right femoral nerve crushed; and group 3, with right femoral nerve cut using a conduit. The 3 groups were evaluated after 1, 8, and 16 weeks for functional parameters (i.e. walking track analysis). In addition, they were subjected to nonfunctional examination (i.e. histological study) after 16 weeks, then, the results were compared.

**Results:** The 3 groups showed no statistically significant differences in motor recovery in the eighth and 16th weeks (p>0.05). Based on the histological study, group 3 with an end-to-end nerve cutting using a conduit, showed a significantly higher axon count compared to groups 2 and 3 (p<0.05).

**Conclusion:** End-to-end anastomosis using conduit led to axon growth; moreover, comparable functional recovery was observed with end-to-end neurorrhaphy in a rabbit model. Given that the diameter of the nerves and muscles, which might be neurotized in humans, is much bigger and not comparable to that of the rabbits, it is highly recommended to conduct studies on animals with the larger size, such as primates, to facilitate the generalization of the results to humans.
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**Introduction**

Peripheral nerve injuries affect all age groups and can have adverse impacts on the patients’ professional and personal life as well as activities. Peripheral nerve injuries repeatedly occur as a result of trauma, surgery, or acute compression. These injuries can be caused by traumatic events, such as a traumatic open fracture and wound. In addition, they can present latently after a peripheral nerve block or during a compartment syndrome.

Generally, peripheral nerve injuries should be managed immediately in clinics. The cut and repaired nerve ends

---

What is “already known” in this topic:
Conduit may help nerve sprouting in a right direction. However, many studies have investigated sensory and mixed nerves, which mostly compared anastomosis and conduit.

---

What this article adds:
This study proposed that even in situations where end-to-end anastomosis and nerve repair (e.g. crushed nerves or newly found cut ended nerves) is not possible, it is preferable to use conduit.
are subjected to different mechanical forces that must be recognized and conducted appropriately to preserve blood flow and allow nerve healing (1). In the peripheral nervous system, Schwann cells make a great contribution to axonal regeneration after nerve injury. According to the evidence, in mammals, the Schwann cells decrease the expression of myelin following the nerve injury, and the myelin sheath is lost. On the other hand, an increase occurs in the expression of transcription factors accompanied by an immature Schwann cell state (1, 2).

Furthermore, on the first-day post-injury, the Schwann cells spontaneously process and eliminate myelin debris in intracellular vacuoles and expose the extracellular myelin debris for engulfment by macrophages. There are multiple treatment options to manage peripheral nerve injuries. These therapeutic options include immediate or late repair, nerve grafting, nerve transfer, nerve transplant, and cell therapy. Moreover, the inoculation of cells into the injury sites can accelerate and progress the quality of nerve regeneration.

Advances in the treatment of peripheral nerve lesions are the result of the investigation of nerve regeneration and use of biomaterials and synthetic materials. When the direct tension-free repair of peripheral nerve lesions is not possible, nerve conduits can be used to bridge the digital sensory nerve gaps of ≤ 3 cm. Nerve autograft is a benchmark for larger, longer, mixed, or motor nerve defects.

Autogenous biological conduits (i.e. commonly veins and, rarely arteries) are applicable in the nerve gaps of < 3 cm in length. The conceptualization of cellular changes subsequent to nerve injury is a matter of significant importance in determining proper timing and technique for nerve repair to achieve optimal functional outcomes (3, 5, 6).

On the other hand, femoral neuropathies, playing a key role in the motor function of the lower extremity, impose great disease burdens and medical expenses. Femoral nerve can be divided into 2 branches, one of which supplies the skin on the anteromedial thigh, and the other supplies the skin on the medial side of the leg and foot.

The investigation of the systemic and topographical anatomy of rabbits and other similar mammals has revealed that femoral nerve generally originates from the ventral branches of the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh lumbar spinal nerves both in males and females (3,4).

Incorrect nerve anastomosis reduces the diameter of the nerve fiber and thickness of myelin sheaths in the regenerated nerve fibers. Direct nerve suture cannot effectively improve the functional recovery of the damaged nerves. On the other hand, nerve chemotaxis, coupled with nerve regeneration chamber, can efficiently improve the effects of nerve regeneration and enhance the prognosis of nerve injury repair (8, 10).

The use of autologous grafts makes it difficult to eliminate other methods and grafts to a large extent. Therefore, this study was conducted to compare the partial repair of the femoral nerve in rabbits with the other method, autologous femoral nerve graft to femoral vein conductor. The findings of this study could be of help in increasing the hope of these patients in the future.

Methods
This experimental study was conducted on 30 white male New Zealand rabbits purchased from the animal laboratory of Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran. The rabbits were 24-26 weeks old and had the mean height of 40.89 cm and weight range of 2.38 kg. They were prepared for standard aseptic surgery and anesthetized through the intravenous administration of ketamine and xylazine (90 ng/kg ketazol+10 mg/kg xylazine or promprone+0.05 ng/kg atropine). The rabbits were randomly divided into 3 groups as follow:

In group 1 (right femoral nerve cut), the right femoral nerve was cut and the left femoral nerve remained intact (n = 10); in group 2 (right femoral nerve crushed), the right femoral nerve was crushed, but not completely cut, and the left femoral nerve remained intact (n = 10); and in group 3 (right femoral nerve cut using conduit), the right femoral nerve was cut, but a conduit was used for the regeneration process, and the left femoral nerve was intact (n = 10).

Motor recovery-walking track analysis
To elevate the femoral nerve recovery, walking track analysis was performed 1, 8, and 16 weeks post-surgery. To determine the walking pattern of the rabbits, their paws were pressed onto an inkpad. Subsequently, they were allowed to walk up a small inclined walkway (slope of 20-length of 3 m, width of 56 cm), which was lined with white paper. All rabbits had few training runs.

The footprint parameters were measured as follow:
(1) Print length (the distance of the heel to the third toe);
(2) Toe spread (the distance of the first to the fifth toe);
(3) Intermediate toe spread (the distance of the second to the fourth toe).

All these measurements were performed considering the left experimental paw of each rabbit under study.

Histological study
In this study, 16 weeks post-surgery, tissue specimens were excised from the femoral nerve of the ischiocavernous below the anastomosis sites in all experimental groups. The specimens were then fixed with paraformaldehyde 4% and stained with tetraoxide osmyiom 1%. Subsequently, the nerves were stained with toluidine blue 1% and observed under a high-power microscope (Olympus AX70, Japan).

Statistical procedure
The description of the data was expressed as the mean and standard deviation. The statistical differences between the groups were analyzed using one-way ANOVA and repeated measure ANOVA used to compare the differences over the time (1st, 8th, 16th weeks post-surgery) within each group. The Kolmogorov Smirnov test was used to check the normality of distribution. Moreover, the Bonferroni post-hoc correction was used for multiple group comparison. The P-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

Motor recovery-walking track analysis is a common method to assess motor nerve recovery after femoral nerve injury in rabbits by recording their footprints. Based on the statistical analysis of footprinting data, including print length, toe spread, and intermediate toe spread, no significant difference was observed in group 1 in the first, eighth, and 16th weeks post-surgery.

On the other hand, the motor recovery of group 2 was significantly different in the first week compared to those in the eighth and 16th weeks. However, this group showed no significant difference in this regard in the eighth week compared to the 16th week post-surgery. Meanwhile, group 3 showed a statistically significant difference in the eighth and 16th weeks post-surgery compared to the first week. Additionally, motor recovery was significantly different between the eighth and 16th weeks in group 3. There was a significant difference between group 1 and the other 2 groups in this respect. Furthermore, a statistically significant difference was observed between groups 2 and 3 eight weeks after surgery (p=0.01).

Table 1 presents the comparison of the mean print length, toe spread, and intermediate toe 16 weeks post-surgery among the 3 groups. According to the results, there was no significant difference between groups 1 and 3 with respect to these variables.

Table 1 presents the comparison of the mean print length, toe spread, and intermediate toe 16 weeks post-surgery among the 3 groups. According to the results, there was no significant difference between groups 1 and 3 with respect to these variables.

Histological results

The examination of the cross sections performed 16 weeks after the surgery revealed that group 3, with an end-to-end nerve cutting using a conduit, showed a significantly higher axon count compared to groups 2 and 3.

Discussion

The use of conduit for nerve repairing has been established as a treatment of choice. In peripheral nerve injuries with unavailable proximal stumps or long nerve defects, nerve repair can be potentially performed with autologous nerve graft to vein conductor technique. This technique for nerve repairing has recently attracted special attention in experimental practice. In a study, Jinniang Nan retrieved 793 publications on the use of nerve conduits for peripheral nerve injury repair from the Web of Science during 2002 and 2011. The number of publications gradually increased over a 10-year period.

In a study investigating 28 rats, Yuki Iijima et al. (2016) reported that the vascularization of artificial nerve conduits accelerated the peripheral nerve regeneration. For the purpose of the study, they removed a 13-mm segment of the sciatic nerve and then pressed a heated iron against the dorsal thigh muscle to produce a burn. The defects were immediately repaired with an autograft (n=10),
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nerve conduit graft (n=8), or vascularized nerve conduit graft (n=8). The recovery of motor function was examined in 18 weeks post-surgery (11).

Clavijo-Alvarez et al. examined 60 rats in 6 groups of control (contralateral leg samples; n=10), negative (nerve gap defect; n=6), autograft (n=10), polycaprolactone (n=10), Cultiguides (n=10), and neurotube (n=10). They demonstrated a significant difference among the study groups in terms of the differences in myelination. In addition, the neurotube group had the highest degree of myelination (P<0.001) compared to other groups (12, 13).

Traditionally, the results of nerve repair have been considered to depend on the patient, injury, and technical factors. Injury factors include the age of the patient, the mechanism of the injury, and affected nerve (i.e. pure motor versus mixed) (7,8). According to Saeid Kamal Frutan, the stimulation of neurotrophic factors arising from the recipient distal nerve stump may induce nerve sprouting (10).

To study the functional recovery of injured nerve, we compared the partial repair of the nerve with the other method, autologous nerve graft, to vein conductor in femoral nerve. Controversial findings have been reported in various studies on nerve conduction, such findings are mainly due to 2 factors. First, axonal regeneration is not selective; in other words, sometimes, despite good nerve regeneration, only sensory fibers regenerate into the recipient's nerve, and vice versa. Second, several factors, such as age, play a pivotal role in nerve repair. Based on the findings of the present study, from the histological point of view, the autologous nerve graft method resulted in more favorable outcomes compared to the vein conductor. The neurotrophic factor is also the most important factor affecting the regeneration of injured axon. It seems that this factor had a high impact on using conduits for the repair of the nerves in group 3 compared to other groups. The difference in axon count in the partial repair of the nerves with the other method, autologous nerve graft, to the vein conductor seems to be increasing (9).

Based on our findings, the use of conduits to repair nerves led to axon growth. Moreover, a comparable functional recovery was observed with a partial repair in a rabbit model. The diameter of the nerves and muscles, which might be neurotized in humans, is much bigger and not comparable to that of the rabbits. Thus, it is highly recommended to perform more experiments on bigger size animals, such as primates, to generalize the results to human beings.

Moreover, despite the great number of studies investigating nerve conduits for peripheral nerve regeneration, many problems still remain in this field and researchers cannot reach a consensus to resolve these issues.

**Conclusion**

Some grade of functional recovery was observed with partial repair in a rabbit model, however, further studies need to evaluate the exact outcome.
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